Thank You Very Much Murali Mohan Garu
K. Lakshmi Sakuntala
Naidugudem, Near Eluru,
W. Godawari District, A.P.
Mob: 9885811459

I’m was on cloud nine when I got an opportunity to meet Murali Mohan
garu in Rajahmundry and I am very sure that I will do whatever I can for
his winning.
I am currently working with Vodafone as a Channel Distribution Manager
in Rajahmundry.
Before I start to tell you about Murali Mohan garu and the support he
gave me, I must tell you a little about my family background. I am only
child to my parents and my father is physically challenged. Our entire
family was dependent on my father’s income. We have come across lot of
struggles and hardships in our lives which I cannot express now. I used to
be top in my academics always. I know how much my parents struggled
to pay my 10th class exam fee. Many millionaires and billionaires are
there in our relatives and in our village. My father approached all of them.
No one helped us to pay my exam fee. Nothing can stop us if we have
determination. I stood 1st in the Mandal in my SSC. From then I used to
be on top of the class. I got fee waiver from Siddhartha Junior College for
my Intermediate and gained very good marks and EAMCET rank.
But our financial status didn’t allow me to go for B-tech. There was only 1
week time for counselling. We had no money to attend that. While
reading newspaper we have seen that Murali Mohan garu was helping
poor and merit students. My father went to meet Murali Mohan garu
directly along with my certificates without any recommendations. After
seeing my educational and financial background he immediately gave a
cheque to my father to pay fee in the counselling. I still remember the
emotions of my family on that day which I cannot express in my words.
After completion of my B-Tech, I studied MBA (Post Graudate Diploma in
Management in HR & Operations Management) and got placed in ICICI
Bank as a Solution Manager through Campus Placement.

Murali Mohan garu treats people with respect irrepective of their
background. His straightforwardness, responsibility towards society,
determination and multi tasking capability inspired me a lot. I’m
determied to lead my life in the same way as Murali Mohan garu. He is a
true Leader. He lightened up the careers of thousand students and added
colors to the lives of thousand families.
By writing this letter, the only thing that I want to tell the people in and
around Rajahmundry is that Maganti Murali Mohan garu is the real hero
who has come to serve you. I request all the trust students in and around
Rajahmundry to publicize about Maganti Murali Mohan garu as many
people don’t know about his social service activities.
Yours Truly,

K. Lakshmi Sakuntala.

